EASILY TEST THE SALT LEVEL IN YOUR POOL WITH THE NEW CHLORKING® 5000 SALINITY STICK METER

Testing salt levels in a saline pool is one of the most critical functions a pool operator has. Maintaining the correct salt level ensures that chlorine is produced consistently, and keeps your pool sparkling clear.

The problem most pool operators have is the lack of accurate, affordable equipment to test salt.

OUR ELECTRODELESS STICK METER IS THE ANSWER

Simply submerge the stick meter into the water you want tested, push the button and you have an immediate salt reading in PPM on your screen.

- Digital display of salt levels
- Toroidal probe doesn’t need calibrating
- Waterproof
- Temperature compensated

EASY TO USE.

ChlorKing®’s 5000 stick meter has a bright visual display indicating salt concentration as PPM. This allows the pool operator to see what the salinity of the water is at all times.

SIMPLY THE MOST COST EFFECTIVE, RELIABLE SALT TESTER AVAILABLE